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CHAPTER -1
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1.

Preface: The Project and its public goals

The Idamalayar Dam is located on the Idamalayar River, a tributary of the Periyar River in
Kerala. Edamalayar originates in the Anamala Hills at elevation of 2,520 meters (8,270 ft.).
The river is a perennial source draining a catchment area of 381 km (147 sq. mi) with a
topography of high relief. The catchment receives annual rainfall of 6,000 millimeters (240
in), 90% of which occurs during the monsoon months of June to September. The dam is
located 81 kilometers (50 mi) from Ernakulam in Ernakulam district and 10–12 kilometers
(6.2–7.5 mi) from the Bhoothathankettu dam (literal meaning in Malayalam language:
"monster dam") on the Periyar River, which takes its name from local myths attributing its
construction to demons who built it with the intention of submerging Thrikkariyoor temple.
The Idamalayar Irrigation Project (UP) is a diversion scheme to the right side of the
Bhoothathankettu barrage on Periyar, for utilizing water of Periyar river for irrigating vast
cultivable lands in Periyar and Chalakkudy basins.
The intention of this project is to supply water to the cultivable lands from Bothathankettu
dam till Manjali thodu. Once this commences the water of the Boothathankettu Dam will flow
through this cananals and will reach to the Manjali thodu and the area which the canal covers
will be recharged with plenty of water even during the summer season and that eventually
will boost the agriculture sector of the area.
1.1.1 Project Description:
The project envisaged the construction of main canal for a length of 32.278 km, Low
Level Canal (LLC) of 27.25km and also a link canal of 7.575 km, for linking to the existing
Chalakudy left bank canal. The total ayacut proposed to be irrigated by this project is
14,394 ha. Now the construction of Main canal is completed for the entire length and
LLC is completed up to 15 Km , 58 M Railway crossing. The review meeting held on
04/07/2009 in the chamber of the Additional Chief Secretary (Water Resources and
planning board) has recommended to drop the work proposed from 15Km to 27.25km
including Nedumbassery branch canal at tail end of LLC. Presently the low level canal is
7

water through up to 13818 Mt. up to railway crossing. The work of railway crossing is
expected to be completed by 2019. For the successful completion of the project the water
at the tail end has to be drained out to a natural source. A natural Thodu namely
Vazithodu, a tributary of Manjaly thodu is flowing parallel to the tail reach of LLC. Hence
a work is proposed to connect the LLC with Manjalythodu at Ch. 14623m of LLC. The
work consists of putting up cross bund beyond this chainage and providing 45cm pipe
which drain out the water to Manjaly thodu. For the I st reach, the pipe is proposed to
pass through a Panchayat road nearby for a length of 157m and the Panchayat

has

agreed to carry out the work along the Panchayat road.
After that the water has to be drained through a wet land for a length of 81 m for which the
land acquisition has to be done. The work of land acquisition for this project is included in
the action plan 2017-18 onwards. Preliminary investigation work is completed. Land to be
acquired lies in survey No.174/1, and 174/2 in Block No.9 of Nedumbassery Village in Aluva
Taluk. The Area of land calculated is 0.0405 Hectare and expenditure for land acquisition
is calculated as 8 lakhs as per prevailing land value in this locality.
Indeed, the SIA project aims to find out the social impacts caused by land acquisition for the
construction of a leading channel in Nedumabassery village. The SIA study report will assess
the socio, economic, emotional and cultural impacts caused by the construction and will help
out in creating mitigation plans which could be put in to place in advance. The SIA will check
the site and will conduct a pilot study to know the area in detail. Accordingly a questionnaire
will be prepared to assess the impacts caused by the construction channel in the specific area.
Later on the data will be collected by different methods from different samples, coded,
analyzed and interpreted using computer software’s and will be given for the approval and
correction to the experts. Once the corrections are over a 3 sets of copies will be printed and
given to the concerned authority.
1.2.

Proposed Area For Project

The land to be acquired for the construction of the canal to Manjaly thodu from the
Idamalayar cananl is situated in the Aluva Taluk, Nedumbassery village and comes under the
District of Ernakulam.
The map of the site is given below.
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1.3.

Size and Attributes of Land Acquired

A total land of 0.0405 hectare is proposed to be acquired for the construction of the leading
channel from Idamalayar irrigation canal for draining out the water to Manjalithod. The
proposed site is owned by to individuals. Both plots are wet lands.
The land is under two individuals who currently has not used them for any purposes. The
survey numbers fall under 174/1 and 174/2 under Nedumbassery village.
1.4.

Alternative Proposed
Not applicable

1.5.

Social Impact

Social impact is the effect an organization's actions have on the wellbeing of the community.
The people of the community suffers extensively due to some of the projects implemented
by either Government or private agencies and the impact assessment brings out the real
problems and difficulties that the people have with its study. Since the 2013 Act has been an
integrated statutory guidelines with regard to all forms of Losses connected with land takeover, its legal implementation is adequate to compensate for the social impact.
Sl.

Survey

Type of

Name of Owner/

Total

No.

No.

land

Representative

area
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Extend of Impact

1

174/1

Wetland

Mr.

Job

Varghese, 27.60Are

Manayath

(H),

Vaikom(PO), Kottayam –
686141, Mob: 8952697911
USA: +1630 9171193,

He requested to give
access or road facility
to rest of his property
which is in the east
side, after acquiring.

0016306819797

2

174/2

Wetland

Janamma

13.87are

W/o

Mukundan,

Chakaraveettil

The
party
loses
0.0318hc (7.857cents)
of land and he is
willing to give the land
for good amount of
compensation.

(H),

Sujathanivas,
Akaparambu, Meikad (PO)

The
party
loses
0.0087hc (2.17cents)
of land and is not
willing to give the land
if his demands are not
met.
The demands are:

Angmalay. Ernakulam.
Ph: 0484 2453582(Home)
: 0484 2453558(Office)

1. The
property
should not be split
in to two portions.
2. There is another
road that can be
used for the same
purpose near to
the
present
location and that
site has to be
examined for the
feasibility.

The anticipated impacts of the project are as follows: Both parties will lose their land which was used for cultivation for more the 20 years
 Agricultural land is acquired for this project
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 The road through which a 45 diameter pipe is in inserted has to be cut open for work
for approximately two months and this will affect nearly 6 families living near to the
road as they have no other roads to reach the main road.
 The property of one land owner will get split into two if acquisition takes place
1.6.

Impact reducing measures
After the consultation and desk research the team has found out that the land
acquisition is inevitable and has to be done as early as possible. Few general mitigation
measures are suggested below for the reference purpose.
Impact

Mitigation measures
 Finalize the maximum possible amount

Lose of land

for the acquiring land
 Make the payment without delay.
 Payment has to be based on the
market value
 Set-up a system for redressal of

Not able to complaint
.

complaints
 Arrange another way for the

Loss of road

transportation system
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CHAPTER – 2
THE PROJECT DETAILS
2.1 The background and rationale of the Project
The project envisaged the construction of main canal for a length of 32.278 km,
Low Level Canal (LLC) of 27.25km and also a link canal of 7.575 km, for linking
to the existing Chalakudy left bank canal. The total ayacut proposed to be
irrigated by this project is 14,394 ha. Now the construction of Main canal is
completed for the entire length and LLC is completed up to 15km , 58m Railway
crossing. The review meeting held on 04/07/2009 in the chamber of the Additional
Chief Secretary (Water Resources and planning board) has recommended to drop
the work proposed from 15Km to 27.25km including Nedumbassery branch canal
at tail end of LLC. Presently the low level canal is water through up to 13818 Mt. up
to railway crossing. The work of railway crossing is expected to be completed by 2019.
For the successful completion of the project the water at the tail end has to be
drained out to a natural source. A natural Thodu namely Vazithodu, a tributary of
Manjaly thodu is flowing parallel to the tail reach of LLC. Hence a work is
proposed to connect the LLC with Manjalythodu at Ch. 14623m of LLC. The work
consists of putting up cross bund beyond this chainage and providing 45cm pipe
which drain out the water to Manjaly thodu. For the I st reach, the pipe is
proposed to pass through a Panchayat road nearby for a length of 157m and the
Panchayat has agreed to carry out the work along the Panchayat road.
After that the water has to be drained through a wet land for a length of 81 m for
which the land acquisition has to be done. The work of land acquisition for this project
is included in the action plan 2017-18 onwards. Preliminary investigation
completed. Land to be acquired lies in survey
of Nedumbassery Village in Aluva
Hectre and expenditure

work is

No.174/1, and 174/2 in Block No.9

Taluk. The Area of land calculated is 0.0405

for land acquisition is calculated as 8 lakhs as per

prevailing land value in this locality.
2.2 Details such as the area, its dimension, goals and cost of the Project.
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The scheme envisages the utilization of the tailrace water from the Idamalayar Hydroelectric
Project. The tailrace water, which is impounded by the Periyar barrage under PVIP, is drawn
through a system of canals. These canals are constructed under this scheme to provide
irrigation facilities to 14394 ha. (Net) / 29036 ha. (Gross) area. The budget outlay for this
project for 2005-2006 was Rs 5.00 crores. This is a Major Irrigation scheme, with so many
components.
The current project for which the SIA study is conducted, will acquire a lands of 0.0405 hectres
and they are under two holdings under the survey numbers of 174/1 and 174/2.
The main canal and Vazhithodu which flows to Manjali Thodu will be joined using a pipe which
is almost 45 cm diameter. A Panchayat road (157 mtr length and 6mtr breadth) which goes
near to the project site will be cut open in order to insert the pipe and drain the water in the
main canal to the Vazhithodu. A paddy field at one end of the road is also cut through to pass
the water to the Vazhithodu. The vazhithodu will be dredged to 50 cm deep and fortified to
50mtrs on the opposite side and 150 meters on the east west side to adjust and accumulate
water flowing out of the main canal.
2.3 Consideration of alternative alignments
Since it’s very difficult to construct a canal which will cut through the N H 66, there is no
possibility for any other easy alternatives to send the water of main canal to the Manjalithodu
other than constructing a leading channel to the Vazhithodu which is very close to the current
site.
2.4 Project implementation phases
The project has two phases of implementation.


In the first phase a Panchayat road (157 mtr length and 6mtr breadth) which goes
near to the project site, will be cut open in order to insert the pipe and drain the water
in the main canal to the Vazhithodu. This will take approximately two months of time.



In the second phase a paddy field at one end of the road is also cut through as a
channel to reach the water to the Vazhithodu. A tractor way is also proposed in one
side of the channel. The vazhithodu will be dredged to 50 cm deep and fortified to
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50mtrs on the opposite side and 150 meters on the east west side to adjust and
accumulate water flowing out of the main canal.
2.5. Workforce requirements
The work force is equipped with modern machineries and planned man power in various
range in terms of skilled, semi- skilled and un-skilled labours. The construction work is
tendering to the contractors and they will do the work by using sufficient machinery and
labour force.
2.6 Environmental Impact Assessment/Feasibility Study Details
Based on the available data, the project area does not demand an environmental impact
study.
2.7 Applicable Rules and Statutes


Right to fair compensation transparency, rehabilitation and re-establishment
following land acquisition. (Central Law)



The Right to Fair Compensation and Transparency in Land Acquisition,
Rehabilitation and Resettlement Act, 2013 – 2015



Government of Kerala – Revenue Department -State Policy for Compensation and
Transparency in Land Acquisition



The Right to Information Act of 2005.



The Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016
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CHAPTER – 3
METHODOLOGY & APPROACH TEAM COMPOSITION, STUDY
FOCUS, AND PROJECT SCHEDULE
3.1. Background
The responsibility to conduct the SIA study for the land acquisition for the construction of a
leading channel from Idamalayar irrigation main canal to Manjali thodu was entrusted to De
Paul Extension Services (DES) as per the notification DCEKM/8366/2018-C1 dated
30/08/2019 from the District collector of Ernakulam. De Paul Extension Service (DES) is a wing
of De Paul Institute of Science and Technology associating with De Paul School of social work
in order to cater and promote social welfare activities for the advancement of the
marginalized and other deprived sections in the society.
DES has been promoting a wide array of services such as School Counselling Services,
Community Based Rehabilitation for the Old age, Conducting Participatory Rural Appraisal &
Social Surveys, Awareness Programmes, Street plays, Exhibitions and Rallies, Model
Anganwadi Training programme, Social Advocacy Programme for Environment Preservation,
Collaboration with Local Self Governments & NGOs and Women Empowerment Programmes.
De Paul Extension Services seeks to empower the deprived and marginalized by facilitating
and helping them to help themselves. DES promotes development activities by ensuring
equal participation of people and not for mere charity. It gives utmost importance for the
worth and dignity of people while rendering such services.
3.2 The Process of impact assessment and project implementation preparations
Any construction in any level changes the equilibrium of the society or people of that area.
The same effect is going to be created in the Cheria vappalassery, Nedumbassery (P O) area
due to the construction of the leading channel from the main Idamalayar LLC canal
construction project implementation. Thus it had to be assessed extensively and major
components in the assessment criteria were social, economic and psychological impacts
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encountered by the people in the locality especially the affected family. Thus, the study team
mainly focused on the impact assessment of economic and social concerns.
The Study Team considered the following while preparing the implementation plan:  socio-economic impact of the Project
 Inclusion of fair compensation strategies
 Legal awareness of the people related to land acquisition and compensation.
3.3 The Methodology of the Assessment
The impact study includes 3 major stages and the below given chart depicts the stages of
this study.

Background
Research

Data
collection

Post Survey

• Pilot study
• Area mapping
• Tool designing and testing
• Literature review
• Cross refernece to different acts and
unless such as RTFCT in LARR ACT 2013

• Training the field staff
• Data collection with interview
schedule
• Qulaity check of the data

• Data coding
• Analysis and draft report proposal
• public hearing
• Devising rehabilitation strategies
• Addition, editing & coordinating the
entire views and the final reprot

3.4 Desk Research
Study Team examined the relevant documents, Reports, Project Plans etc. in detail.
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3.5 Details of Study – Team
Data collection and co-ordination for the Social Impact Assessment were conducted by an 8
member team headed by the Social Impact Assessment Unit of De Paul extension services
(DES), who are all veteran hands with previous experience in several, similar studies of social
and economic surveys and Social Impact Assessment assignments. In addition, the services of
experts in the fields of development and law have also been used in the study. Moreover, the
help of official representatives of the Revenue Dept. was useful in identifying the impacted
areas.
No.

Name

Designation

Qualification

Experience

1

Dr. Unny C J

Team Leader

Ph. D

30

years

of

experience

research sector
2

3

Mr. Dintomon P D

Mr. Jijo Joy

Project Officer, DES

PGDRD,

Research associate

MSW,

4.5

years

in

Project

AASW member

implementation

MSW, MPhil

10 years in development
sector

4

Mr. Tone Augustine

Research associate

MSW,NET

6

years

in

Project

implementation
5

Ms. Sherin Paul

Research associate

MSW

10

years

of

experience

research sector
6

7

Ms. Anjana Jose

Mr. Subin George

Research associate

MSW,

Research associate

MSC

5 years in research field

Psychology (UK)

research sector

Pursuing PHD

15 years of experience in
developmental secotr

3.6 Data from Secondary Sources
Both primary data and secondary data were collected, studied and referred to prepare this
report. All those previous studies on different impacted areas and concerned departments
were referred and approached for collecting the data for this study. The Nedumbassery
Thahasils office, Nedumbassery village official’s records, Idamalayar Executive Engineer’s
office files and project reports etc. were also used to back up the study.
3.7 Visit to the Project-area and the Project Propaganda
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The SIA unit visited the proposed project implementation site many times for the pilot study
and devising socio-economic survey with Revenue Inspector from Special Thahasil’s office,
Nedumbassery and Assistant Engineer from Executive engineer’s office, Idamalayar project,
Angamaly. This helped the team to identify the area, project site, difficulties that the people
affected suffers etc. in details and were able to record them and the team to correct and
modify the tools for the study.
3.8 Sampling and Socio economic survey
The area which is going to be acquired were mapped and marked with the help of R I from
Nedumbassery Special Tahasildars (LA) office and the Assistant engineer from the Idmalayar
Executive Engineers office and later on the socio-economic survey with an interview schedule
was conducted by the experts in the team.
3.9 Process and Schedule of Activities
19.07.19

Negotiation meeting held at district collectorate Ernakulam for the
project approval and appointment of the SIA unit.

30.08.19

Publication of Form 4 notification and Appointed De Paul Extension
Services(DES) to conduct the SIA study

02.09.19

Pilot study in the area and joint inspection

23.09.19

Form 4 notification published and received to DES

01.10.2019

Notification published in the Extra ordinary gazette

3.10 Community and Public Consultation
Not conducted
3.11 General concerns
Nil
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CHAPTER 4
LAND ASSESSMENT
4.1. Background
The land to be acquired is a wet land which lies in Cheria Vappalissery under Nedumbassery
Panchayat and is situated almost 500 Mtrs east to the Salem Kochi Highway (NH 66) near to
Mar. Igantius Kurishupalli in Angamaly South. The proposed site for acquisition is a wet land
and was cultivated before 6 years and currently it is kept uncultivated.
4.2. Entire area of impact under the influence of the project
The total impacted area is approximately 0.0405 hectors of land in which the present
acquisition is going to take place in order to build a low level canal from the Idamalayar LLC
to drain out the water that reaches up to Cheriayavappalissery, in Nedumbassery village to
Manjalithodu in North Paravoor. The 0.0405 hectors of land is of two individuals and they are
willing to give away the land for the developmental activities.
At present the lands are kept vacant and they are not cultivated. The project site is not much
populated and the land in the vicinity is mainly used for agricultural purposes. This is a wet
land which is at present kept vacant and uncultivated.
A picture of the project site is given below:
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4.3 Area need to be acquired
The total area need to be acquired for the proposed project is 0.0405 hectres and the below
information gives more clarity on the size of holdings, land distributions and ownership
patters.
4.3.1. Size of holdings & Ownerships patterns
The proposed property to be acquired is of two persons called Job Varghese (174/1)
and P G Janaki (174/2/2) (not staying in the property) in the Nedumbassery Village.
This property was purchased by both parties for more than 10 years.
4.3.2. Land Distribution
This property to be acquired falls under the category of wet land which is at present
kept open and vacant.
4.3.3. Type of use
According to the site inspection conducted and survey taken, currently the land is kept
open and has not been cultivated for many years.
4.3.4. Number of residential houses
The land is vacant and no one is residing in the selected site.
4.4. Land purchased for the project
No land is already purchased alienated, leased or acquired in the area for the requirement of
the proposed project
4.5. Previous transaction in the project area for the last 3 years
During the last three years there were no transactions happened in the proposed project
sites.
4.6. Present use of public land in the vicinity of the project area
The land is mainly used for residential purposes and there are no public land in the vicinity
of the project area.
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CHAPTER – 5
ESTIMATION AND ENUMERATION
5. Introduction
The project does not bring about a lot of impact on either to the society or the people nearby.
The extent of impact directly and indirectly to the families residing in the area are covered in
this chapter. The details are given below:
5.1 Directly Affected by the Project
There are two family that are going to be directly affected by the project implementation and
they will lose their property that is approximately 10 cents of land.
5.2 Indirectly Affected by the Project
This project needs a Panchayat road to be cut open to submerge a 45 diameter pipe to drain
out the water in the main canal to the Vazhithodu. This will create problem for the people
who live nearby as they will have no way to reach the main roads.
5.3 Major source of income for the affected families
The affected families do not depend on the acquired property as a major source of income.
5.4 Crops & Trees that will be affected
There are no trees and any crops planted in the field at this time as its vacant for a long time
with grass and water.
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CHAPTER – 6
SOCIOECONOMIC PROFILE & DIRECT SOCIAL IMPACT
6.1

Socioeconomic profile

This chapter contains information about the socio economic and cultural aspects of the
affected families. It includes the demographic details, economic status, vulnerability of the
affected family, land use and livelihood and other related information. The details about the
demographic profile is included in this chapter.
6.1.1 Gender category
The affected families are nuclear in its pattern and has only four members in it.

Gender category
Male
40%
Female
60%

Male

Female

6.1.2 Religion
People of the affected family believe in Hindu and Christian religions.

Religion
5

5

5
4
3
2
1
0
Series1

0
Religion
0

Hindu
5
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christian
5

6.1.3 Family Pattern
The affected families are nuclear families in their structure. There are five members
each in both families.
6.1.4 Vulnerable groups in the affected area
The affected families belong to general category and they are not considered to be
backward classes.
6.1.5 Ration Card status
Both the impacted families fall under the APL (above poverty line) status in their ration
cards.
6.2

Land Use and Livelihood

The land to be acquired is not used in any way for living purposes. It is kept open with little
cultivations in them.
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CHAPTER – 7
MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR THE MITIGATION OF SOCIAL IMPACT
7.1. Introduction
Social Impact Assessment includes the processes of analyzing, monitoring and managing the
intended and unintended social consequences, both positive and negative, of planned
interventions (policies, programs, plans, projects) and any social change processes invoked
by those interventions. Its primary purpose is to bring about a more sustainable and equitable
biophysical and human environment. It helps in preparing the Social Impact Management
Plan (SIMP).
7.2. Approach to Impact Mitigation
The impact of the project has been planned to reduce or mitigate the social impact caused in
connection with land acquisition. This land acquisition does not create much difficulties for
the land owners but the nearby people in and around the area will be affected by this. So the
public is not very much supportive to the project because they will lose easy access to their
houses due to the construction works happening in the area.
The land owners mainly demand for satisfactory compensation. Therefore, what has been
proposed as a counter – impact mitigation step is to negotiate the amount for the loss of land
and properties with the affected parties concerned and pay them well in advance, prior to
the takeover. As a matter of fact the government needs to process the compensation amount
and credit it to the party concerned as early as possible.
7.3. Proposed re-establishment – rehabilitation Package by the people
Impact

The affected item

Suggested Mitigation as best and
possible

Compensation for land

10 cents of land

Land owners demand market value for
their lands.
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Loss of road

People of the

Make arrangements for an alternative

locality

road to access the main road

7.4 Analysis of the merits
This project has lot of merits and they are listed below


The construction of a leading channel from the main LLC to Vazhithodu to drain the
water to Manjali thodu is at present the best and necessary action as it will reduce
the risk factors behind opening the NH 66 for connecting the LLC from East
Cheriayavappalissery to west.



It will help in watering the nearby paddy fields and that eventually will boost the
cultivation in the nearby area.



Vazhithodu, now a small stream will have plenty of water in it even during the
summer season.



It will also help to some extend to reduce the water scarcity problem in the area as
the underwater level will be replenished from the water flowing from the canal.

7.5 Analysis of the De merits
The project causes few problems and difficulties for the people of the locality.


This project is directly affecting two families and they will lose about 0.0405 Hectres of
land out of their total lands.



There is a possibility of traffic block due to opening of the Panchayat road to install a 45
diameter pipe to drain the water to the Vazithodu.



The construction is happening in an agricultural land and this may in future block the
natural movement of water.

The problems of the family can be adequately solved by providing them a good amount of
compensation and then only this project can be established successfully.
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7.6. Findings
The SIA team found out some facts that:


Even though the Vazhithodu is 9.3meter wide, currently it is a small channel due to
land filling. So this Thodu has to be widened and sufficiently fortified to accommodate
the drained water from the canal or else the properties in sides of the Vazhithodu will
be affected.



Approximately, more than 6 houses will lose their access to main road once the
channel construction works starts.

7.7. Recommendation
The chosen place is one of the best places to make a channel to drain the water from the
Idamalayar Channel at Cheirya vappalissery. This place requires only the consent of two land
owners for the acquisition. Both lands are wet land and are not cultivated presently.
This is recommended that:


The land needs to be acquired as early as possible and the proceedings for the same
must be taken place without much delay.



Provide the families the maximum possible amount of compensation (in comparison
with the fair value and market value) to reduce any kind of problems from the side of
land owners.



Once the tarred road is cut open it should be re- tarred immediately for the smooth
to and fro travel of the local people living nearby.



There is a possibility of nearly 6 houses getting their access to main road closed due
to the channel construction. So alternate arrangement has to be made to reach their
houses.
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CHAPTER – 8
SOCIAL IMPACT ACTION PLAN DIRECTORATE
8.1 Directorate and Responsible Officials
As per the stipulation of 2013 Act, the Administrator appointed by the Govt. shall be
responsible for preparing the Scheme for the rehabilitation and re-establishment of the
families displaced by the Project. The said Officer shall be responsible for formulating,
implementing and supervising the scheme for the rehabilitation and re-establishment which
are subject to supervision, direction and control of the Commissioner functioning for the
purpose.
The land acquisition for construction of the leading channel to Vazhithodu from the
Idamalayar Irrigation channel is a necessary action and its impact can be mitigated as per the
clauses laid out in the RTFCTLARR Act, 2013, which guarantees fair compensation,
rehabilitation and re-establishment for the parties affected by the land acquisition.
As per G. O. (Ms.) No.485/2015/RD, dated 23.09.2015 by the Kerala state policy for
compensation, rehabilitation and resettlement committee comprises of The district level
Committee formed as per the policy directive of the Govt. of Kerala shall consist of the
following members
 The District Collector
 Rehabilitation – Re-establishment Administrator
 Land Acquisition Officer
 Finance Officer
 Representative of Semi-Govt. authorities for finalization of financial matters
 Representative of the Dept. of Local Self Govt. for monitoring rehabilitation
activities.
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CHAPTER 9
SOCIAL IMPACT MANAGEMENT BUDGET AND FINANCING OF
MITIGATION PLAN

9.1. Costs of all resettlement and rehabilitation costs

Not Applicable

9.2. Annual budget and plan of action

Not Applicable

9.3. Funding source

Not Applicable
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CHAPTER 10
SOCIAL IMPACT MANAGEMENT PLAN MONITORING AND
EVALUATION

10.1 Key Monitoring and Evaluative indicators

Not Applicable

10.2 Reporting mechanisms and monitoring roles

Not Applicable

10.3 Plan of independent evaluation

Not Applicable
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Conclusion
Idamalayar irrigation project is a dream project of the Kerala government and this is a pride
project in the irrigation activities of Kerala. The project was thought up to use water from the
Idamalayar hydro-electric power generation facility using the Bhoothathankettu barrage and
help irrigate more than 14,000 hectares of cultivable area. The Idamalayar irrigation project,
costing around Rs. 371 crore, has three components. The first is the main canal, the second
component is the Thumpurmuzhi cross bund raising on Chalakkudy River and the third is the
Chalakkudy river right bank canal modification, stretching over 40 km. Once this project gets
completed the problem of water scarcity in and around Ernakulam and nearby districts will
have a permanent solution and ultimately this will help in the agriculture sector. Lot of
farmers will benefit out of it.

****
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